
Arnerican Adventrrre
Oahu, Hawaii

Farther Away From Everywhere Else
Than Anywhere Else
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don't surf, never have. Don't get me wrong, I love the
beach (except for all that water and sand). My friends
who do surf tell me there's nothing like it, riding that
perfect wave, just you and nature, one with ocean and
wind. I'm sure they're right, it looks absolutely amaz-

ing ... except for all that water and sand. I ride chrome and con-
crete, and for me a visit to Oahu means planning a road trip.

Landing on the island of Oahu is awesome. As Pearl
Harbor comes into view a momentary flash of impending peril
prevails, images of kamikaze pilots descending on a sleeping
Navy below. That silent moment gives way to excitement as
Diamond Head appears.

My home base was the Royal Hawaiian in Waikiki, the sec-
ond oldest hotel on the island (and the only pink one). I was sur-
prised how few rooms actually view the ocean; in fact, the entire
hotel faces the Koolau Mountains. When it was constructed in
thel920s the only transportation to Hawaii was (of course) by
boat, and I suppose after a five-day cruise the last thing tourists
wanted to see was the ocean. After settling in, I picked up my
"Big One," art Elecffa Glide Standard, from Cruzin Hawaii
Motorcycle Rentals. Owner Glenn Domhoffused to host tours to
the islands, covering three islands in 10 days on motorcycles.
Glenn eventually merged his dream of Hawaiian residence with
his lifelong motorcycle enthusiasm when he purchased Cruzin
Hawaii. With a fleet of Harleys and metric cruisers, he has all
your riding desires covered and is very understanding of and





Continuing north on Kamehameha Highway, you pass
through Kaneohe and are freated to a twisfy back road with
Kaneohe Bay on your right, taking you through sleepy little vil-
lages along the windward coasl These little villages are dotted
with roadside ftesh.pfq&$€ and florver stands as well as a

Ilaleivr4 I disco\rerod s/hat the North Shore is all about.
Motorcycliag is truly the way to experience Oahu.

Immersed in the sights and smells of this tropical island para-
dise viatwu wheels is exactly how to experience its bearty. The
temperature ii iust perfect; during the pak of afternoon tem-
peratures riding keeps you cool because the humidity virtually

MT.TANTALUS DRIVE
AND MANOA FALLS
Ei {ht-mi le, one-hou r- ri d e loop.
Hikin! Manoa Falls takes two hours each way.
Mt. Tantalus Drive is a fun run through tropical rainforest twisties
with great views. Most of the turns are posted at 10 mph, and they
mean it, so you d best make sure you're comfortable rolling through
these babies (especially on an Electra Glide with a passenge|.

Nearby Manoa Falls is a relatively unknown corner of Oahu.
The valley of Manoa holds a towering pristine waterfall and is one
of the best rainforest experiences on the island. Manoa Valley also
shelters an arboretum and chinese graveyard where food is left for
the departed, Be prepared for some serious hiking!
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